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In Jiang Jianfeng's eyes, although Ye Chen is full of uncertainty, he is a mole ant in the end. 

 

In this way, he can easily crush or kill mole ants. 

 

But he didn't. 

 

The first time he knew that ye Chen had killed yuan Jingfu, he took Ye Chen as a toy. 

 

He wants to see how long this toy will last! 

 

He once gambled with his subordinates, gambling Ye Chen could not last three days. 

 

But unexpectedly, the boy hit him in the face! 

 

Again and again! 

 

Now I have become the first person in Jiangnan province unconsciously! 

 

Ye Chen became the first person in Jiangnan Province, which is nothing to him! 

 

It's just a moment of surprise. 

 

But at the moment, the top of the blood dragon empty shadow, as if to despise the common people! 

 



As if swept the world! 

 

How many people can understand and feel the shock caused by this kind of vision! 

 

For a moment, he even felt that ye Chen's threatening words might come true! 

 

He is the ninth in the list of Chinese masters. Looking at the whole China, how many people can he feel 

afraid of? 

 

Although there are, but definitely not in front of this evil! 

 

But is this boy really a villain? 

 

There is a legend in the Chinese martial arts Bureau. Before today, he has been sniffing at it. 

 

"The blood dragon rushes to the sky and kills the world!" 

 

This sentence, said this situation this scene! 

 

He thought there was no such vision at all, but this moment really appeared! 

 

He witnessed with his own eyes a virtual shadow of a blood dragon burst out of a young man's body! 

 

There is even a faint dragon chant in my ears! 

 

Is this evil kind the existence that kills and cuts the world! 

 

How could it be! 

 



Isn't this a fan root? Isn't there no cultivation talent? 

 

What is the situation now! 

 

Is not the original test wrong! 

 

Countless doubts entangle in Jiang Jianfeng's mind, and his eyes are extremely complicated. 

 

At this time, ye Chen continued to speak: "Jiang Jianfeng, I want to know what happened in those years! 

Tell me! " 

 

His tone was not a question, but an order! The attitude is extremely tough! 

 

If it were normal, Jiang Jianfeng would have killed him long ago. 

 

But at the moment, the blood dragon on the sky is staring at him, and the cold pressure covers him. 

 

It's hard. 

 

Jiang Jianfeng is afraid! I'm really scared! 

 

I don't know why I feel this way all of a sudden. 

 

He took a look at Ye Chen, swallowing and salivating, and said: "this thing should start from decades ago. 

Your mother even awakened to the rare spiritual roots after her adulthood. The spiritual roots mean a 

person's talent and strength. For a time, your mother becomes the beautiful girl of China, and the 

scenery of Jiangjia is unlimited." 

 

"Unfortunately, problems arise. Even though your mother has a strong talent, she doesn't have a heart 

to cultivate ancient martial arts, and even extremely repels it. In order to avoid cultivation, she thinks of 



ways to leave the Jiang family every day. Because she is the treasure of the Jiang family, the Jiang family 

has no choice but to fight against her. " 

 

"Maybe it's because of this, even though your mother was unscrupulous, she met Ye Tianzheng, your 

father, who was traveling to Beijing at a dance party. Two people fall in love, regardless of obstacles, 

until the Jiang family found out, it is too late, your mother is pregnant! Even secretly married your father 

in Jiangcheng 

 

"After knowing this, the head of the Jiang family was furious! At the beginning, the Jiang family realized 

that your mother had no intention to practice and had prepared a marriage contract for your mother. 

She was also a genius with spiritual pulse! Once they get married, their children must be top talents! " 

 

"It's a pity that your mother chose your father, a humble ordinary man. Your father was going to die, but 

your mother, in order to save your father, chose to leave the Jiang family, and she would not enter the 

Jiang family for ever! " 

 

"Originally, the Jiang family still had expectations for you. When you detect your spiritual roots and fall 

to the bottom of the valley, the blood of the Jiang family will not be able to produce a common root or a 

waste! You are a villain to the Jiang family, the biggest failure. You don't have to stare at me. I'm just 

saying a fact. " 

 

Ye Chen took back his cold eyes and continued to ask, "what happened in the Cloud Lake Villa and what 

is the origin of that Dragon Lord? Tell me that you should know his whereabouts." 

 

This time, Jiang Jianfeng did not answer, but said: "the things of Yunhu villa were not as simple as you 

thought. The water was very deep. You should not know it. Although I looked down on you and even 

wanted to kill you, I changed my mind after seeing you. You should not die now, because I want to see 

you go to the capital and disturb this uncontrollable bureau! " 

 

"What if I had to know?" Ye Chen's indifferent voice falls, and the virtual shadow of the blood dragon on 

the sky seems to be roaring! In anger! 

 

Jiang Jianfeng still shook his head: "it's useless for you to threaten me. Although the blood dragon virtual 

shadow is dangerous, it's not so easy to kill me! What's more, the matter of Yunhu villa is full of doubts. 

Even if I am still investigating now, I can't think of one thing. Why did that person suddenly deal with 



your family? I once asked your parents, but they didn't pay any attention to meYe Chen takes a look at 

Jiang Jianfeng. The other party doesn't mean to try. It seems that Jiang family doesn't know the 

existence of black stone. 

 

At the beginning, Yao Jingu only said that the Dragon Lord was looking for something. It was not 

necessarily the stone bearing the reincarnation cemetery. Maybe there was something else in his 

mother's hand. 

 

"Take me to meet my parents wherever they are in the capital." Ye Chen opened his mouth. 

 

He's been looking forward to this moment too long! 

 

Jiang Jianfeng refused: "you may be disappointed. Not only can you not see them, but also I can't see 

them now." 

 

"Why?" 

 

"Because they are in the ghost prison of China!" 

 

Words fell, Jiang Jianfeng's mobile phone suddenly rang, he glanced at the text message, his face 

changed dramatically. 

 

He stood up fiercely, dropped a word, and said: "originally I asked you to come today. I had the impulse 

to kill you, but now I have changed my mind. Next, you can do it yourself. I will tell you again when I 

have a chance. At present, there is an accident in the martial arts circle of the capital. The Jiang family is 

in trouble. I must go to the capital immediately!" 

 

When the wind blows up, Jiang Jianfeng disappears in the sight of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen sat on a chair and lit a cigarette. He was very satisfied with the news today. 

 

Although I don't know where the ghost prison is, it will be much easier to find a name. 



 

With the smoke around, ye Chen looked at the calm lake and murmured: 

 

"Jiang family, I will remember this account first! At that time, my mother pleaded bitterly. At that time, 

you regarded me as a kind of evil. At that time, you looked down on our family. 

 

But before long, I will let you understand, what is really unattainable! 

 

I Ye Chen doesn't need the light of your Jiang family, and the three of my Ye family can become the top 

family in China! At that time, you can only look up to it! " 
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Ye Chen smoked a few cigarettes on the park bench, straightened out some thoughts, and then took out 

his mobile phone to call ye Lingtian. 

 

"What do you know about ghost prison?" 

 

The other end of the phone ye Lingtian a face at a loss, shaking his head: "Hall Lord, I have never heard 

of this name." 

 

"investigate the capital in the future, and help me watch the ghost prison." 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

Later, ye Chen called Lei Shuwei. The information system of dragon spirit should be relatively sound, but 

the answer is the same. 

 

It's like there's no ghost prison in the world. 



 

Hang up the phone, ye Chen fell into meditation: "dragon soul do not know the existence of this world 

really what ghost prison?" 

 

Although Jiang Jianfeng is hostile to him, he should not cheat himself. 

 

No longer think about it, ye Chen gets up directly, ready to leave the park. 

 

He raised his head and looked at the empty shadow of the blood dragon on the sky for a few seconds. 

The shadow of the blood dragon swooped down from the sky! 

 

The roaring wind and the chant of the Dragon keep ringing! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Finally, it went straight into his body. 

 

This blood dragon virtual shadow was discovered recently by him. He thought that only he could see it. 

Now it seems that a strong man like Jiang Jianfeng can detect it. 

 

Although I don't know how the blood dragon shadow is formed, it should not do harm to yourself. 

 

When the virtual shadow of the blood dragon rushes into his body, the reincarnation cemetery vibrates! 

 

The third tombstone cracked a few minutes, and an empty shadow gradually showed up. 

 

Condensation forming. 

 

He is an old man in a black robe. His eyes are full of cold light, which makes people feel palpitating. 

 



The old man in black looked at nearly a hundred tombstones behind him, and his eyes were extremely 

dignified and responsible: "is it really worthwhile for us to press our fate on a hairy boy?" 

 

Language down, reincarnation cemetery suddenly wind. 

 

When the wind comes, the figure of the old man in black disappears completely. 

 

The tomb is silent again. 

 

Generally speaking, only when ye Chen leads, can the great energy in the tombstone come out, but this 

time, he comes out by himself. 

 

Weird to the extreme. 

 

However, ye Chen outside did not pay attention, he went directly to the parking place of Xiao Deng, 

preparing to return to Mingcui villa. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen stopped. 

 

What did he notice in his afterglow, staring at a figure in the distance. 

 

The figure was limping along with a huge snake skin bag on his shoulder. 

 

When the snake comes to a good place to put down the bag, it will start. 

 

Although it was still in the morning, there were many people running stalls nearby. 

 

At the gate of the park, the flow of people is very good. 

 

Because the sale is some of the things used in life, there have been several aunts in the inquiry. 



 

The reason why Ye Chen stops is because he knows the lame man! 

 

The other party's name is Zhong Xueyong. He comes from Songshan County under Jiangcheng city. He 

sets up a stall to ask for a living. He is straightforward. 

 

When ye chenchu came to Jiangcheng, in order to make money, he bought a pile of things to set up a 

stall in Chengbei park. 

 

It was also at that time that Shen Mengjia invited him to the Shen family and met Shen Haihua. 

 

He was kind to the uncle who set up the stall. He helped him a lot. He was simple and kind. 

 

Why did he come to Jiangnan province? 

 

And lame into such, he remember a few months ago still good ah? 

 

No longer thinking about it, ye Chen walked over. When he came to the stall, Zhong Xueyong chuckled 

and said, "take a look, I sold my old clock's things according to my conscience, little brother..." 

 

The sound stopped suddenly. 

 

Zhong Xueyong was stunned for a long time and then said, "Xiao Ye, how are you?" 

 

"Uncle Zhong, what a coincidence. I happened to come here for morning exercise. How did you come to 

Jiangnan province?" Ye Chen said with a smile. 

 

Zhong Xueyong explained: "my daughter's school has changed to Jiangnan province. In order to facilitate 

the care, I put the stall nearby." 

 



"By the way, Xiaoye, I still have the thing you set up last time. I had been waiting for you in Jiangcheng 

for more than ten days, but I didn't see you appear..." 

 

After a brief chat, ye Chen's eyes fell on Zhong Xueyong's leg: "Uncle Zhong, what's wrong with your 

leg..." 

 

As soon as Zhong Xueyong's face changed, he immediately laughed and said, "I dropped it carelessly. 

Nothing happened..." 

 

Ye Chen frowned tightly. He only glanced at it and found that his leg was not so simple as to fall off. It 

was obviously the result of a heavy blow. But since the other party didn't say it, he didn't need to ask 

again. 

 

Just then, I don't know who called out: "they are coming again!" 

 

Zhong Xueyong's eyes took a look at several people coming from the distance. He was full of panic. He 

quickly put up the stall and directly resisted it on his shoulder. Maybe it was because it was too heavy. 

He had a trace of pain on his face, but he still insisted. 

 

"Xiao Ye, don't talk about it for a while. The group of guys are here..."With that, Zhong Xueyong limped 

out. 

 

His foot was injured, coupled with such gravity pressure, running violently, he could feel a trace of 

hardship in Zhong Xueyong's life. 

 

This is the backbone of a man. 

 

All of a sudden, Zhong Xueyong's injured right foot obviously couldn't bear the weight on his shoulder, 

and the whole person fell directly to the ground! 

 

It's bleeding on the forehead. 

 



Ye Chen sees this, just want to help, Zhong Xueyong has already supported the body to stand up, panic 

to pick up things, put in the snake skin bag. 

 

At this time, several men in uniform and with black plastic sticks in their hands came to Zhong Xueyong! 

 

"Damn it, the lame is still running!" 

 

The head of a man, is a kick in Zhong Xueyong's chest above! 

 

Zhong Xueyong instantly hit the ground, the things on his body are scattered on the ground. 

 

"I've seen you a dozen times. It's not enough to limp the other leg. Do you want to limp the second leg? 

Last time I asked you to pay, but if you didn't, I still wanted to set up a stall here. Bah! Look for death 

 

The head of the man just want to hit a stick, a strong wind rolled up, ye Chen has blocked in front of 

Zhong Xueyong, five fingers is mercilessly holding the black stick. 

 

"Go away!" 

 

Ye Chen arm a throw, the man was directly shocked to fly out, fell on the ground in a mess, his mouth is 

spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

And the stick was twisted out of shape. 

 

Ye Chen helped Zhong Xueyong up: "Uncle Zhong, are you ok?" 

 

Zhong Xueyong shook his head fiercely: "Xiaoye, did you hit them? Oh, that's troublesome! " 

 

Ye Chen just wanted to speak, and a voice of indignation rang out from behind: "grass! damn it! The 

lame man found a trainer to help him 



 

I saw that man has stood up, eyes full of bloodshot: "it seems that that day to break your leg is not 

enough, grass, today both of them break their legs!" 

 

At the command, several other men in uniform gathered around. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son shrinks, eye Mou flickers a trace of anger, to Zhong Xueyong way: "Uncle Zhong, your 

leg is they break?" 
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Zhong Xueyong nodded and shook his head fiercely. He advised Ye Chen, "Xiao Ye, go quickly. This 

matter has nothing to do with you. Uncle can carry it by himself. The big deal is to confiscate something 

and close it for a few days..." 

 

Before Zhong Xueyong finished his words, the leading man sneered: "you think it's so easy! you must be 

dreaming! I'm in charge of all of you who run stalls in this area. I want you to die or live if you want to! " 

 

Zhong Xueyong pale to the extreme, ye Chen Mou son pan cold, way: "you do so right, get up to wear 

clothes?" 

 

"What the hell's wrong with this dress? You're in charge! Do it The first man waved his hand and rushed 

to Ye Chen and Zhong Xueyong. 

 

For this kind of garbage, ye Chen has no intention to start. 

 

It's just dirty your hands! 

 

But at present, this group of people are looking for death, and he is not going to let go! 

 



As soon as he wanted to make a move, a dark shadow swarmed into the crowd! 

 

In just three seconds, everyone fell to the ground! 

 

It was Xiao Deng who made the move! 

 

Deng coldly glanced at all the people on the ground: "some people, you can't afford to offend them!" 

 

The head of the people feel the whole body bones are like broken, he subconsciously took out the 

mobile phone ready to ask for help. 

 

Xiao Deng has come to him, took his mobile phone and dialed a phone. 

 

"Wang Jianqi, give you five minutes. No matter what meeting you have in hand, you should immediately 

rush to Huxi Park in Jiangnan province. There are a group of people who should be under your 

jurisdiction. If you come one minute later, your position will not be guaranteed." 

 

The person on the other end of the phone was stunned and subconsciously said, "who are you?" 

 

"Southeast military region, Deng Yuankun!" 

 

Hearing this, the man on the other end of the phone changed his face completely! 

 

Xiao Deng pinched the phone in his hand, then looked at the man with fear in his eyes and said, "next, 

you will understand who you have offended." 

 

The first man was completely flustered! 

 

Breathe, even dare not breathe! 

 



Because there is only one Wang Jianqi in Jiangnan province. He is the boss of his boss! 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 

Call a big man on such a small matter? 

 

He thought that the other side was posturing, but inadvertently, he swept in front of the man with a 

cold weapon in his waist. 

 

It's a gun! 

 

Xiao Deng stood up and came to Ye Chen and said, "Mr. Ye, the matter has been dealt with. It is 

estimated that the group of people are temporary workers. You don't need to do it yourself." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and glanced indifferently at the group of people on the ground, and then looked at 

Zhong Xueyong: "Uncle Zhong, show me your legs." 

 

Zhong Xueyong is in a state of complete ignorance at the moment. 

 

He stares at Ye Chen dead, incomparably frightened. 

 

Who is Xiaoye! 

 

How can there be such a strong thug around him who respects him so much? 

 

He wanted to refuse, but subconsciously nodded. 

 

Ye Chen helped Zhong Xueyong to the side and pressed his hands on his legs. 

 

"Uncle Zhong, you can bear the pain." 



 

"Xiaoye, I know my leg myself. It's OK." Uncle Zhong said. 

 

Ye Chen smile: "Uncle Zhong, you forget what I used to set up a stall before? I'm a miracle doctor." 

 

Language down, ye Chen's manual, only heard "click!" A sound, and then a genuine spirit poured in. 

 

Uncle Zhong's injury is nothing compared with Luocha. Even if he goes to the hospital, he can be cured 

after half a month. Ye Chen only accelerates the process. 

 

Besides, he felt that uncle Zhong would not be willing to go to the hospital to spend the money. 

 

Zhong Xueyong bit his teeth and felt intense pain, but something strange happened. After a few 

seconds, the pain was gone? 

 

Instead, there is a heat flow. 

 

"Uncle Zhong, you can stand up and feel it. There should be no big problem." Ye Chen Dao. 

 

"So fast?" 

 

Zhong Xueyong is more and more suspicious. Even the miracle doctor is not so exaggerated. 

 

"Yes." 

 

Looking at Xiaoye so vowed, Zhong Xueyong stood up and took a step. He was not lame! 

 

Not even a trace of pain! 

 



His eyes were wide and his face was full of excitement! 

 

Really good! 

 

Zhong Xueyong looks at Ye Chen, excited to the extreme! 

 

Although he has never seen the world, it doesn't mean he is stupid! 

 

He knew that Xiaoye was not the same kind of person as he was. He was a real big man! 

 

He thought of something, and quickly knelt down: "Mr. Ye, I..." 

 

Ye Chen's step, a real Qi condenses out, no matter how hard Zhong Xueyong tries, he can't kneel down. 

 

As soon as he was about to speak, he realized that there was a trace of vibration from the tomb of 

samsara. He did not hesitate any more and said to Zhong Xueyong:"Uncle Zhong, you'd better call me 

Xiaoye. I have something else to do today. I'll have a chance to invite you to dinner some other day. If 

you encounter anything again, you can contact the people around me." 

 

After that, he told Xiao Deng: "Xiao Deng, leave your phone number to Uncle Zhong. If there is anything, 

please take care of it." 

 

"Yes, Mr. Ye." 

 

Zhong Yong and Xiao Ye leave with a card. 

 

There is only one name and a list of numbers on the card. 

 

But there are four big characters engraved on the back of the southeast military region. 

 



…… 

 

At the same time, there was a big earthquake in wudaojie, capital city! 

 

Born in the sky, a girl with a mask actually beat all the strong men of more than ten families seriously! 

 

There was even an old man of Wudao family who was directly angry to death. 

 

The wudaoguan, wudaotai and even some places with martial spirit are all swept by a gust of wind! 

 

And behind the wind is a girl wearing a mask! 

 

The girl is not tall, but in the eyes of those ancient warriors in the capital, it is just a mountain that can't 

be read! 

 

The key to each other's words do not agree to start! 

 

Those families have no idea why they were beaten! 

 

In a villa on the Fourth Ring Road of Beijing. 

 

A middle-aged man is spitting blood in his mouth and staring at the mask girl with two legs on the sofa 

in horror. 

 

His knees were kneeling and his body was shaking. 

 

He's really scared and scared! 

 

He is Bao Xinhe, the 10th largest master in China. How could he have been humiliated! 



 

Even if you are injured, you can't even carry ten moves! 

 

Where on earth is the devil out of the sofa! 

 

"You are the strongest one that I can find at present. I thought I could play more, but I didn't expect to 

fight like this. Is there any stronger one in Beijing?" Wearing a mask of Ji Lin light way. 

 

Bao Xinhe did not speak. He could feel an invisible pressure hanging over him. 

 

"Master, you and I have no injustice or hatred. Why do you want to deal with me?" 

 

Ji Lin stretched out a stretch: "I didn't kill you, it's just a contest with you. Who thought you were so 

rubbish." 
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Bao Xin River mouth slightly twitch, he is the first time known as garbage! 

 

Key now he even has no right to refute! 

 

"I ask again, are there any more powerful people in Beijing now?" Gillin road. 

 

Bao Xinhe shook his head: "as far as I know, the rest of the top Chinese masters are not in the capital, 

some have gone abroad, some are seeking opportunities in the mountains." 

 

Ji Lin felt a little boring: "that is to say, you are the strongest in Beijing and China now?" 

 



Bao Xinhe was stunned and said with a wry smile: "this elder, if I were the strongest in China, I would 

not be so embarrassed. If I put aside the list of Chinese masters, there are still some top strong people in 

the dark! These strong people concentrate on cultivation, and don't care about the rank at all... " 

 

"Do you know where these people are?" 

 

Bao Xinhe's eyes shrunk, but he said: "master, I really don't know. When the ancient martial artists come 

to the back, besides their own family affairs, who will care about other people's trends! Even if I am now 

the tenth strongest person in China, I am not qualified to touch those forces 

 

Ji Lin felt that this guy could not lie under his own pressure. Just as he wanted to say something, a jade 

pendant on her waist flickered. 

 

She took the jade pendant, a little unhappy. 

 

Because her sister Ji Siqing has explained that the jade pendant is flashing, she should return to Kunlun 

Xu, or she will bear the consequences. 

 

"Don't you mean I can stay out for ten days and a half months? It's only a few days. I'm going to go back. 

I haven't got enough to play with! " 

 

She stood up, and her breath was terrible because of some anger. 

 

Bao Xinhe looks at Ji Lin coming, pale to the extreme! 

 

Can't the other party kill people! 

 

"Master, please disturb my life!" 

 

Baoxinhe doesn't care about everything. 

 



In the face of face and life, he did not hesitate to choose the latter! 

 

If he dies, all his accomplishments will be wasted! 

 

The key point is that he has just entered the tenth place in the list of Chinese masters! 

 

It's just the beginning! 

 

Ji Lin glanced at Baoxin River and sneered: "are you sure you want to live?" 

 

"Yes! Of course Baoxin river channel. 

 

"Would you like to be my servant?" Gillin road. 

 

Bao Xinhe's face is stiff. He is a master of his generation. He wants to be a servant of others! 

 

He was extremely angry in his heart. If it was someone else's wild talk, he would have killed him! 

 

But in front of this mysterious girl, he really dare not start! I'm not qualified to do it! 

 

"I I will. " 

 

Bao Xinhe said this sentence, the whole person seems to be more than ten years old. 

 

Ji Lin nodded with satisfaction, and then forced out a drop of blood essence, pointing at Bao Xinhe's 

eyebrow: "can't resist! Or die 

 

After a few seconds, Ji Lin took back his hand and said, "I'll tell you two things, which must be carried 

out unconditionally." 



 

"First, prepare some snacks for me and pack them in two suitcases! After that, I will take two boxes of 

snacks to Kunlun mountain on the 3rd of every month, and I will contact you then! " 

 

Hearing this sentence, baoxinhe almost burst out of old blood! 

 

Just for this little thing? Directly controlled him? 

 

"The second thing is, during this period of time, you should pay attention to a man named Ye Chen. If he 

comes to the capital and encounters any trouble, you must help him at all costs! Even if you die, he can't 

get hurt! Do you understand? " 

 

"Yes." 

 

Ji Lin took out a photo and threw it to Bao Xinhe: "if these two things are not done well, I will not only 

erase your accomplishments! Let's make you a real waste man 

 

"Yes, yes, yes!" 

 

"Don't go get ready for snacks!" Ji Lin cheered. 

 

Regardless of his injury, Bao Xinhe went directly to the door. 

 

…… 

 

Mingcui villa, Jiangnan province. 

 

Ye Chen returns to the room and closes the door. 

 

Directly took out the black stone, the idea touched, and instantly came to the reincarnation cemetery. 



 

The powerful aura is refreshing. 

 

Ye Chen's sight falls on those tombstones! 

 

I saw that nearly a hundred tombstones were constantly shaking, as if something was about to rush out. 

 

"What is the situation?" 

 

Ye Chen approached a few steps, suddenly felt the body blood evil spirit coagulate, that blood dragon 

empty shadow rushed out again! 

 

At the moment, it is winding over a tombstone! 

 

It's like the third tombstone! 

 

A strong sense of killing overflowed, and a series of swords were condensed to guard the tombstone! 

 

"Is there any difference in the characters in the third tombstone?" 

 

Ye Chen's tone is a little strange. 

 

He even felt that the sword seemed to be affected and was shaking violently. 

 

He moved forward a few steps, as if there was a force pulling him.Soon, he came to the third 

tombstone. 

 

"Click!" 

 



The tombstone directly split, the killing words also disappeared, a Black Mist gushed out from it! 

 

Ye Chen this just sober up, he this can't be the third tombstone! 

 

He is going to keep it as a card! 

 

Now there's no danger. What do you want this guy to do! 

 

At this time, the black fog had condensed into shape, and a rickety old man in black robe appeared in 

front of him. 

 

The old man had a short and hard gray beard, a pair of brown eyes deep in the eye socket, and a head of 

messy gray hair under the black robe. 

 

The old man in black raised his head, and his cold eyes were staring at Ye Chen. 

 

"Reincarnation tomb owner, we finally meet. I don't know how many years I have been waiting for this 

day." 

 

Ye Chen looks a little ugly, way: "how long can you support?" 

 

He thought the old man would answer for several hours, but he didn't expect the old man to say, "ten 

days, or a month, or even longer." 

 

"So long?" 

 

Without any expression, the old man said, "I will not give you some things directly like the previous two. 

Your current cultivation is too low to bear. It will only waste. I want to teach you the way that suits you 

best. " 

 

"The most suitable way for me?" 



 

The old man nodded, cold eyes twinkled with cold light: "kill way." 

 

"Although you have experienced killing these years, in my eyes, these killing is not worth mentioning. I 

want to take you into the real killing way." 

 

"For example?" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

"Like this!" 

 

The black robed old man suddenly disappeared. The next second, he appeared directly behind Ye Chen, 

and a long sword came directly to his neck. 

 

Ye chenmeng's side, but the sword still slipped through his skin! 

 

A hole split, blood burst out! 

 

Dan is to close the wound with blood. 

 

After breathing adjustment, he stares at the old man in black in front of him! 

 

Isn't the strong man in the reincarnation cemetery going to help him? How did it become killing him? 

 

The sword is coming. 

 

"Today, I will teach you a sword called bloodthirsty chop! All the killing is a magnificent performance 
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Whoosh! 

 

The endless sword shadow surrounds Ye Chen's sword body. Although he avoids the vital parts, his body 

has hundreds of swords in this moment, although it is a very subtle wound! The old man in black 

obviously took up his strength! 

 

Once you use all your strength, blood will spill out and your breath will collapse. No matter how strong 

you are, you can't escape! 

 

"Is this bloodthirsty?" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son some panic. 

 

Even if he had seen the old man's sword in Kunlun Xu, it was not so weird and crazy! 

 

The sword turned ninety-one times on him! 

 

The most overbearing! 

 

Every sword can kill him! But every sword is wrong! 

 

This feeling is crazy! 

 

…… 

 

For five hours, ye Chen stayed in the room. 

 

He could feel the killing thoughts in his mind as if they were all over his body. 

 



It's a great feeling. 

 

Although Luo Yuntian and Chen Qingcang can give themselves much because of their short time, they 

can absorb too little. 

 

The black robed old man of the samsara cemetery seems to give nothing, but his body seems to 

remember the sword meaning from time to time between life and death. 

 

It was as if the bloodthirsty chopper had been integrated into his body and became a part of him. 

 

He looked at the old man in black and said, "how do you address me, elder?" 

 

The old man in black shook his head and said in a desolate voice: "what if I know my name? I have long 

disappeared in the long history. How many people can remember my name?" 

 

"Boy, you've got the reincarnation cemetery. It seems that you control the qualification to fight with 

heaven. But this is not a kind of bondage. Your destiny has already been bound up with our hundred 

people. When you rise up, we hundred people have some hope. If you fall down, we hundred people 

will really dissipate between heaven and earth. You can do it yourself. " 

 

"Well, someone's looking for you outside. Go out first." 

 

When ye Chen comes out from the samsara cemetery, his body, which was full of scars, has recovered 

strangely. 

 

Is it an illusion? 

 

Holding the black stone, he glanced at the samsara cemetery and found that the old man in black had 

disappeared, but this time, the tombstone was not broken. 

 

The old man in black should still exist. 

 



Ye Chen opens the door and finds Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue standing outside the door. Her eyes are 

suspicious. 

 

Sun Yi forked her waist and said, "xiaochenzi, we have called you dozens of times. How can we not react 

at all? It's just about picking the door. " 

 

Xia Ruoxue takes a look at the house, no one. 

 

They thought Ye Chen had hidden a woman in the house, but now it seems that they think more. 

 

Ye Chen scratched his head and explained, "I'm really tired these days. I've been sleeping heavily in bed. 

I really can't hear anything." 

 

Xia Ruoxue laughed and said, "I wanted to wait for you to have lunch, but it's already three o'clock in the 

afternoon. The food is hot for you. Please wash it and eat it." 

 

"Good." 

 

After lunch, ye Chen then went out of the door, want to go next door to see how Luocha broken arm. 

 

As soon as he stepped out of the villa, he noticed something and said, "Lu Hanshuang, now the blood 

plum hall has let you watch me? You know what I hate most is watching. " 

 

Lu looked heavy: "I come here to tell you an important thing." 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

"Xuemei hall headquarters intends to move you." 

 

Lu has a trace of fear in her tone. 



 

The place where she is after all is the Jiangnan Branch of Xuemei hall. The killers here may not be up to 

standard for ye Chen now. 

 

But if someone comes from the headquarters, it's really troublesome. 

 

"Didn't Ling Feng, who was in the Xuemei hall last time, withdraw his pursuit of me?" Ye Chen Dao. 

 

"Ye Chen, it's not as easy as you think. This time, it's the Taoist who calls names to deal with you. If I'm 

not wrong, the killer has come to Jiangnan province." 

 

Ye Chen ignored Lu Hanshuang and went to the villa next door. 

 

Lu Hanshuang chased up and said seriously: "the killer of Xuemei hall headquarters is not as simple as 

you think. Moreover, this time, it is very likely that the killer of Xuemei hall headquarters in Beijing is the 

first killer! All he has on his hands is blood, not failure. " 

 

"Ye Chen, can you stop looking like you don't care all day long? It's absolutely extraordinary to ask him 

to exist. This person is extremely dangerous. You'd better stay with the little girl from nanqin villa these 

days. Only she can save you. " 

 

This is the result of discussion between Lu Hanshuang and his father. 

 

Ye Chen stopped and said, "maybe you will be disappointed. She has already left." 

 

Hearing this, Lu Hanshuang's face changed greatly! 

 

If there is no master, ye Chen takes what to fight with that person! 

 

In accordance with that style of work, within three days, we must find Ye Chen! 

 



More likely to cut off Ye Chen's head directly! 

 

Lu Hanshuang's palms are full of sweat. She subconsciously grabs Ye Chen's arm and says, "Ye Chen, 

take advantage of the other party's reaction, you can leave and go to Hainan, or other countries for a 

tour for more than ten days. It's not good to take Miss Sun and Miss Xia with you?"Ye Chen took a look 

at Lu Hanshuang's hand, then his eyes tightly fixed on his beautiful eyes and said, "Lu Hanshan, I 

understand your kindness, but why should I go? Since he wants to come, I'm waiting for him here. I have 

given them the opportunity of blood plum hall. This time, they don't cherish it. " 

 

"No matter who comes, the result is the same. He will only become the ghost under my sword." 

 

Hearing this, Lu Hanshuang thinks Ye Chen is crazy! 

 

What is Ye Chen's fight against this top killer in China? 

 

Return the dead under the sword? 

 

When that guy started killing people, ye Chen didn't know if he was alive! 

 

Even though ye Chen is now the first person in Jiangnan Province, he can't mention it in front of those 

powerful people in the capital! 

 

There are people outside, there are days out of the sky! 

 

Don't Ye Chen know how to converge? 

 

Without that little elder, he can't even stand a move! 

 

Damn it! 

 

Lu Hanshuang knows Ye Chen's character. Once he decides, no one can persuade him to change it. 



 

What she can do now is just a reminder. Now that the reminder is over, her task is finished. 

 

Lu Hanshuang looked at Ye Chen's far away back and shook her head helplessly: "you think you are 

standing on the top of Jiangnan Province, but you don't know how vast the sky is outside. This is your 

biggest sorrow." 

 

"Ye Chen, I wanted to return you a favor. It seems that I have no chance in my life." 

 

Lu Hanshuang's figure disappeared in Mingcui villa, leaving only this sentence to sigh. 

 

Ye Chen is naturally not afraid of the first killer of the headquarters of Xuemei hall. He might have been 

a bit afraid of it, but now the third tombstone is opened, and behind him stands a top-notch killer who 

takes killing as the road. What is he afraid of? 

 

He is looking for someone to try the power of bloodthirsty chop. 

 

Come on, it's just death! 
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…… 

 

Jiangxin bieyuan community 7 rooftops, 400 meters away from mingcuibie. 

 

A man in black gloves lowered his high power telescope. 

 

There was a hint of playfulness in the corners of his mouth. 

 



"That boy is Ye Chen, the recently flourishing hunter?" The man said, "it's not so good." 

 

A middle-aged man beside him nodded: "yes, he is Ye Chen." 

 

The middle-aged man who spoke was Fang Dongcheng, the person in charge of the southeast area of 

Huaxia Wudao Bureau! 

 

Fang Dongcheng personally connects with the top killer of Xuemei hall! 

 

Only because this matter is related to his life and official career, only success is allowed, not failure! 

 

He took a look at the killer beside him, a little afraid. 

 

He can feel the cold and killing on the other side. 

 

If they want to kill him, it's extremely simple. 

 

This is a threat from strength! 

 

It's like killing for each other! 

 

This kind of person is really terrible! 

 

The key person doesn't even have a name! 

 

"Don't look down upon Ye Chen. I don't know how many experts have been planted in his hands in 

Jiangnan province. The key is that he kills people without blinking an eye, and his strength is uncertain. 

When he is strong or weak, I can't understand the origin of each other..." 

 



The man sneered: "that's your Chinese martial arts Bureau garbage, that boy's breath is very weak to 

me, he may not even be able to support three moves on me!" 

 

Fang Dongcheng's face changed, and the other party dared to insult the Chinese martial arts bureau! 

 

He was so angry in his heart that he would have been angry if he hadn't invited him on his behalf. 

 

No matter how strong you are, you will be bound by the Chinese martial arts bureau! 

 

Fang Dongcheng suppressed his anger. He didn't want the guy in front of him to be so confident! When 

the time comes, despise ye Chen and die! 

 

"Ye Chen is not as simple as you think. You must be careful when dealing with him." 

 

The radian of man's mouth is evil spirit: "it's just a garbage. What should be careful, he can't see the sun 

tomorrow." 

 

Language down, the man actually stepped out of a step directly! 

 

Jump down from the 18th floor! 

 

This scene deeply stimulated Fang Dongcheng! 

 

Although the ancient warriors are strong, they can't fly! 

 

He quickly poked out his head and took a look. At the moment when the man fell, a device on his arm 

actually shot out a steel wire, which was inserted into another building! 

 

Men with the aid of the arm device, directly flying eaves and walls! Wandering in a dozen buildings! 

 



Finally disappeared! 

 

Fang Dongcheng set off a storm in his heart: "Xuemei hall is the first killer organization in China. This 

killer is too terrible. It is estimated that ye Chen will surely die this time! If he doesn't die again, he will 

be a devil in the world if he sets foot on the capital city! " 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen comes out from the villa next door. Luosha's recovery ability is not bad. He is playing weiqi with 

wuxiangming, not to mention, the level of weiqi of Luosha is very strong, far higher than that of Wudao. 

In ten minutes, wuxiangming will lose. 

 

Then ye Chen returned to his villa and found that Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi had changed their clothes. 

 

A beautiful personality, a temperament Yan Ran. 

 

It's just visual enjoyment. 

 

Ye Chen smiles: "what are you two doing, ready to go out?" 

 

Sun Yi nodded, blinked her big eyes, and said, "xiaochenzi, there is a new store in the Olympic sports 

area of Jiangnan province. It is said that the business is good, so We are not going to cook at home 

today. How about going out and eating out? You don't have the right to refuse. We've both voted for it. 

" 

 

Ye Chen shrugged: "I go to change clothes, or wear this body, do not deserve you." 

 

Xia Ruoxue covered his mouth with a smile and said, "you are all the influential figures in the martial arts 

circle of Jiangnan province. Are you afraid that you can't match us?" 

 

"Low key, low profile." 

 



Soon, ye Chen changed into a casual suit made in France. 

 

There is no label and pattern, but wearing it on his body will show his tall and straight figure incisively 

and vividly. 

 

Standing in the center of Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi is no less than a star. 

 

"Not to mention, xiaochenzi, you are not only suitable for martial arts circle, but also for entertainment 

circle." Sun Yi exclaimed. 

 

At 6:00 p.m., the dining area on the 4th floor of the Olympic Sports Square in Jiangnan province. 

 

When the three appeared, almost countless eyes shot over! 

 

Those boys look at Ye Chen's eyes, incomparably envious and envious! 

 

Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue, one of them, is enough to amaze the whole Olympic Sports Square! 

 

Not to mention two people! 

 

Xia Ruoxue came to the reception area and whispered to the waiter, "I made an appointment for a box 

today. My name is Xia..." 

 

The waiter looked at it and said, "Miss Xia, the box is at A7. Go straight and turn right." 

 

"Thank you."Xia Ruoxue came to Ye Chen and Sun Yi: "let's go, A7." 

 

When the three were ready to enter the store, a man in a suit came out. The waiter who received Xia 

Ruoxue quickly bent down and said, "boss." 

 



The man nodded and his eyes fell on Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi. His eyes were slightly startled. Then he 

quickly stepped forward: "two beauties, I am Yu Haisheng, the owner of this store. Box A7 is a small box. 

You may not feel comfortable sitting here. Otherwise, I will upgrade you to a large box for free, and you 

can eat free of charge." 

 

Xia Ruoxue directly refused: "no, I ordered a small box, and, I don't need to be free." 

 

The attitude is extremely cold. 

 

Then he took Ye Chen and Sun Yi to the inside. 

 

It seemed that Yu Haisheng could not even compare with the air in front of her. 

 

It's also true. Now the three people's worth, which is a restaurant shop owner can compare? 

 

Do you need a free bill? 

 

Ridiculous! 

 

Yu Haisheng's expression is a little embarrassed, even his eyes fall on Ye Chen for a few seconds. 

 

He has never failed in this move, but he has problems today? 

 

Now girls don't take advantage of it? 

 

What's more, how can he have two beauties around him? 

 

When the three disappeared in sight, he swore: "Damn it, it's estimated that it's a little white face!" 

 



After they were full of food and drink, the three didn't eat too much. They thought the store tasted good 

according to other people's evaluation, but in fact, it was quite different from what Sun Yi made! 

 

Three people simply ate some, then check out and leave. 

 

Unexpectedly, Yu Haisheng came up with a smile and handed out his business cards to Sun Yi and Xia 

Ruoxue: "two beauties, does the taste of the shop match the taste? This is my business card with my 

wechat on it. I have a dozen stores in Jiangnan Province, and part of the Olympic Sports Square is my 

family's property. " 

 

Yu Haisheng deliberately shows his strength. 

 

He opened a shop almost for fun, because the dining area is a gathering place for beautiful women, and 

he can get to know some high-quality beauties almost every time. 

 

After a month, the number of beauties who can play with these shops can hardly be counted. 

 

Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue are almost the highest quality existence he has ever seen in his life, and of course 

they will not give up easily. 
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Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue didn't plan to take the business card at all. Instead, ye Chen gave a cold hum: "to 

tell you the truth, the taste of your shop is really rubbish. We won't do it again." 

 

"And, you really look like a fly." 

 

"Let's go." 

 

Finish saying, ye Chen then embraces two female to walk toward outside. 



 

This scene directly makes Yu Haisheng's anger burn in his heart! 

 

Even if he said his shop rubbish, he even compared himself to a fly! 

 

You can't die! 

 

Just as he was about to rush up, 

 

one hand clasped directly on his shoulder. 

 

Yu Haisheng was even more angry: "who the hell touched my shoulder!" 

 

"Pa!" he said A slap on his face! 

 

Yu Haisheng saw clearly the middle-aged man in front of him: "Qing Ye, why did you hit me..." 

 

He did not dare to offend the man in front of him, because even his father had to be humble when he 

saw this man! 

 

Most of the equity in front of the square is in the hands of men. 

 

The point is, how is this man here? 

 

"You didn't offend those three people..." 

 

His tone was extremely serious. 

 

Now the whole Jiangnan province is treacherous and changeable, and is led by a man! 



 

Almost all the people behind the scenes of the big forces know the existence of Ye Chen. 

 

And ye Chen to any place, will be reported to the above! 

 

Just to avoid offending! 

 

The Wu family offended Ye Chen and killed the family! 

 

Tang Ao offended Ye Chen and killed his family! 

 

The Qin family, which was the first family, offended Ye Chen and disappeared! 

 

The Wudao family, the business family, and the giants with a core position in the circle all know ye 

Chen's name! 

 

Even nightmares are ye Chen's face! 

 

Everyone is like walking a tightrope every day. They are afraid that ye Chen will appear in his own 

territory. If he is not careful to offend him, his foundation will collapse in an instant. 

 

At the moment when ye Chen first appeared in the Olympic Sports Square, Qingye pushed off all 

activities and went straight to the Olympic Sports Square! 

 

His eyes were fixed on Yu Haisheng, and his hand was clasped around Yu Haisheng's neck. He asked, "did 

you offend that man?" 

 

"Which man?" Yu Haisheng is flustered! 

 

he doesn't know what Qingye did when he was suddenly angry! 



 

"Bang!" 

 

Qingye kicked Yu Haisheng's chest directly and said, "you're going to die by yourself. Don't harm me! I 

asked again, did you offend those two women and a man! Especially the man 

 

Yu Haisheng is stunned, and the sea waves set off in his heart. Can't he three people be big people? 

 

"Pa!" 

 

Qing Ye slapped him and said excitedly, "what did that man say to you just now! Tell me a word! Come 

on 

 

"They They say my food is bad And said I It's a fly... " Yu Haisheng said. 

 

Green Ye realized what, Mou son a cold: "damn!" 

 

"Come on, drag this thing down! If Lao Tzu is killed by you, your family will not want to live! " 

 

Yu Haisheng is flustered. Before he says anything, he is dragged down by the two people behind him! 

 

It's impossible for him to struggle! 

 

…… 

 

Three people just out of the Olympic Sports Square, an old voice suddenly exploded in Ye Chen's ear. 

 

"Boy, you're being followed." 

 



What sound! 

 

Ye Chen stops and suddenly reacts! 

 

This voice comes from the samsara cemetery! 

 

It's the old man in black! 

 

Ye Chen looked around in a circle and found nothing. 

 

"If you can't find it, this person is extremely good at hiding. The key is always keeping a sufficient 

distance from you, let alone you. Even people who are two levels higher than you may not be able to 

detect it." 

 

"This man has a very strong evil spirit. He has a strong killing spirit. If I guess correctly, he is here to kill 

you." 

 

"There is only one person on the other side. He starts to observe you in the daytime, and his strength is 

much stronger than you. If I were you, I would go to him. He is the best choice to extract bloodthirsty 

chopper. " 

 

Ye Chen nodded, he said to Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi: "I think of a matter to deal with temporarily, let Xiao 

Deng send you back first." 

 

Two people looked at Ye Chen in surprise, or nodded: "good." 

 

Ye Chen put two people on the car, at the same time let ye Lingtian send people to stare at secretly, this 

just falls in a corner in the direction of ten o'clock. 

 

He outlined a smile at the corner of his mouth, stretched out his hand, and silently compared a middle 

finger. 

 



Now! A man a hundred meters away put down the telescope, eyes have a deep panic! 

 

He was found!How is that possible? 

 

He has hunted down countless strong men, who are far stronger than the target in front of him! 

 

No one found him! 

 

But what happened to the middle finger! 

 

A sense of uneasy danger came to mind. 

 

The professional sense of smell told him that the boy was more dangerous than he thought. 

 

Is what Fang Dongcheng said true? 

 

He picked up the telescope again to look at Ye Chen, but found that the other side has disappeared! 

 

All of a sudden, an icy chill came directly! 

 

The man's face changed greatly, subconsciously threw out the telescope in his hand! 

 

"Pa!" 

 

The telescope is directly powdered! 

 

Still cold! 

 

"Puff!" 



 

A black dart streaked directly against his clothes! 

 

There is a shallow bloodstain on his right arm! 

 

"Ding!" 

 

The dart went straight to the wall, shaking. 

 

The man swept his wound, and then the eyes fell dead on that bloody dart! 

 

His expression is extremely strange! 

 

Because that dart is the blood dart of Xuemei hall! 

 

There are only ten in Xuemei hall! 

 

How can the key appear here! 

 

Is it the people of Xuemei hall dealing with themselves? 

 

No way! 

 

Just then, a cold voice sounded: "let me guess who you are, Huaxia Wudao bureau? Jiangjia in Beijing? 

Or the blood plum hall? " 

 

The man looked at the source of the voice and saw a cold and proud youth. 

 

Ye Chen! 



 

At this moment, the man's eyes shrink to the extreme! 

 

He had no idea that the boy was so fast! 

 

It took only 7 seconds to find yourself in front of yourself! 

 

How can the key opponent have such a keen intuition? 

 

China's top killers are no more than that. 

 

From the target to the killer! 

 

Anti hunting! 

 

"How could you have a blood dart?" 

 

The voice of the man's indifference rang out. 

 

Ye Chen appeared in the hands of the dragon sword, light way: "it seems that you are the blood plum 

hall sent the first killer, originally I have some expectations for you, now it seems, but so." 

 

The man stretched out his hand and wiped the wound on his arm. Then he licked his bloody finger: "for 

a long time, no one let me bleed. You are the first and the last one." 

 

Language down, the figure of the man disappeared instantly. 

 

Turn, suddenly appeared in front of Ye Chen, a palm directly shot out! 

 



Ye Chen did not hesitate, the real gas burst out, step out, a punch directly hit out! 

 

Two forces touch in an instant! 

 

The air is rolling! The toughened glass on both sides is broken directly! 
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"Bang!" 

 

Because of the collision between them, a tiny crack appeared on the ground! 

 

How terrible the blow was! 

 

And ye Chen and men are retreating one after another! 

 

In contrast, no one! 

 

"Interesting, really interesting! But next, I will make you feel the joy of killing! " 

 

The man's gloomy voice suddenly rang out! 

 

Suddenly, a steel wire shot out of the man's palm! 

 

The end of the wire is extremely sharp! Speed to the limit! 

 

"Hiss!" 

 



Ye Chen body side, directly avoided the hidden weapon! 

 

"What you think is too simple!" 

 

The man sneered, the killing intention surged in his eyes, and the strength broke out in his arms. His arm 

seemed to be a whole circle thick! 

 

Then there was a big shock in the arm! 

 

The neck of the sword is like a long sword! 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly! 

 

Body pressure, a palm on the ground, the whole person jump up! 

 

Five fingers hard toward the wire to grasp! 

 

"Tear 

 

The whole man was pulled back by Ye Chen! 

 

"Die!" 

 

The dragon sword in Ye Chen's hand is full of real Qi. Cut it with one sword! 

 

This sword is like the flood of the dam suddenly released, roaring! 

 

The man sneered: "the strength gap between you and me is too big. It's not so easy to kill me with this 

sword alone!" 



 

Language falls, the steel wire in his hand actually agglomerates into a soft sword, towards Ye Chen's 

sword to cut! 

 

His wire is no ordinary wire! 

 

It can also condense into a sword! 

 

What's more, the spirit stone and high-tech are jointly created. The shape is changeable, and the key 

general weapons can't be destroyed at all! 

 

"Broken!" 

 

Two cold lights flash by! 

 

Mars! 

 

"Stab!" A strange thing happened! 

 

His soft sword broke! 

 

Countless wires are scattered! 

 

The man's eye son stares big to the extreme, startled way: "how possible!" 

 

Before he reacts, ye Chen's dragon sword has been chopped! 

 

It's just like the sword of the gods! 

 



The man quickly retreated one after another! 

 

Even so, his clothes were torn by the fierce sword! 

 

The man looked at his clothes and laughed. 

 

"This is the first time someone has made me so embarrassed, but it's time for the game to end!" 

 

"Do you know where I am on the list of Chinese masters? You don't have the right to know, but I just 

killed a top 30 the day before yesterday! What are you going to fight me with? " 

 

The next second, the man was surrounded by countless black gas! His body suddenly huge a few 

minutes, black gas is drilled into his eyes, a cold kill intention to cover open. 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, just want to start, reincarnation cemetery a voice. 

 

"That's the real face of that guy. His martial arts are also killing ways. Now it's not easy for you to deal 

with him. And the stronger you are, the more murderous he is, the more terrible his strength will be. I 

didn't expect that this secret method still exists in small Huaxia. It's interesting." 

 

Ye Chen strides forward a step, in the hand cuts the dragon sword to release the killing machine, with 

the black light of death sweeping toward the man. 

 

The sword moves are light and flighty, seemingly casual, but they contain infinite killing opportunities 

and power. 

 

"Broken!" 

 

Seeing the sword, he will touch the man and roar! A black knife appeared in my hand! 

 

With a touch of the knife, the air of the knife is surging! 



 

Ding 

 

A clear voice came, as if through the eternal years, but also as if from the outside of the sky, giving 

people a kind of illusory and heavy feeling. 

 

When swords and swords intersect, the ultimate light bursts out from the intersection, like a dazzling 

sun, dazzling. 

 

A layer of invisible air waves rushed to the surrounding areas, where they were raging, and all the 

objects were smashed. 

 

Ye Chen stepped back three steps! 

 

The strength of the other side has increased more than five times! 

 

The man's gloomy smile rang out: "if I want you to die, you must die. Remember, you died in the scarlet 

hands of Xuemei hall! I'm scarlet! The scarlet of blood 

 

Obviously scarlet is the other party's code name! 

 

The next second, the man has appeared in front of Ye Chen! 

 

The dagger in the hand has drawn a death arc in the air! The momentum exploded! 

 

Mercilessly toward the leaf Chen split and down. 

 

Once this knife falls, there is only one possibility! 

 

Die! 



 

At this critical juncture, a voice sounded in his mind!"The way to kill is to use fists as weapons! The heart 

of killing is not afraid of everything! You control the blood dragon shadow. You can use it as a weapon! " 

 

"To kill this man, five fingers! Plus the bloodthirsty chop, that's enough! " 

 

At this moment, ye Chen seems to be on top! He has a little more understanding of the way to kill! 

 

His whole body instantly gushed out a very strong blood evil spirit! 

 

Blood evil spirit seems to form a blood dragon! Entangled in Ye Chen's arm! 

 

The hand of Panlong, there is no life but death! 

 

Next second! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly moved! 

 

A fierce grasp on the blade of the murderous sword! 

 

In the man's eyes, ye Chen is almost the act of looking for death! 

 

He tried to resist his sword with his hands! 

 

It's hard for this guy to die! 

 

Don't talk about the hand, even if it is a huge stone in front of him, it must be chopped! 

 

"Die!" 



 

The speed of the dagger is faster and faster. The cold light seems to twist the whole space! Cold death 

spread! 

 

Boom 

 

Then the explosion of thunder, continuous, dust filled the sky, the earth began to shake. 

 

Ye Chen's hand and that terrible knife collide together, burst out the hot spark, brings a burst of sharp 

and piercing friction sound. 

 

Next second, the picture seems to freeze frame! 

 

The man's eyes are full of panic, because his knife was held by a hand! 

 

No break! 

 

No blood! 

 

It's just being held! 

 

Not only that, he seemed to hear a dragon roar in his ear! 

 

Vaguely, ye Chen's hand seems to have turned into a blood dragon. The blood dragon's ferocious mouth 

opened and bit the short knife! 

 

Dao Qi disappears! All the blood of the dragon has been absorbed! 

 

How could it be! 

 



"You are not the only one who can kill. And, obviously, your way of killing is no different from garbage in 

my eyes! " 

 

"Click!" One, the blood dragon virtual shadow roars! 

 

His knife, it just broke! 

 

The man's face pale, endless panic, shivering, subconsciously step back! 

 

His eyes are staring at Ye Chen in front of him! 

 

He found that ye Chen was not alone! There is a ferocious blood dragon behind him! 

 

The blood dragon exudes a terrible smell. 

 

It's cold. Suffocation. slaughter. 

 

As if only a look can devour him! 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Fear spread, so that men continue to retreat, the place, printed a deep ravine, a footprints deep into it. 

 

This is the blood dragon! This is the meaning of killing! 

 

"Who am I?" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a congealing, tightly grasps the hand to cut the dragon sword, the Dragon roars the 

sky! 



 

"I am the master of killing - Ye Chen!" 
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The man was stunned when he heard the words "slaying master"! 

 

He realized that he couldn't go on like this! 

 

The strength and strength of the other side is not his opponent at all! But it is suppressed everywhere in 

the sense of killing! 

 

And the shadow of the blood dragon! 

 

He felt a deep crisis! 

 

The next second, the eyes twinkle a trace of determination, he bit the finger, a drop of blood essence 

forced out! 

 

Point directly on the brow! 

 

There is a blood lotus in the center of his eyebrow. 

 

Blood lotus seems to be surging with a ray of light! 

 

The light is more and more dazzling, and the prestige on the man completely disappears! 

 

He no longer hesitated, quickly toward Ye Chen rushed out! 



 

If this son does not die, there will be endless troubles! 

 

"Even if I burn my blood essence and cultivation, you will die!" 

 

A low roar! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly sounded a voice in his mind: "take advantage of the power of the other side's blood 

essence has not condensed to the extreme, blood moon chop! Come on 

 

Ye Chen's murder breaks out, and his true Qi condenses on his right hand. The voice in his mind will not 

deceive him. 

 

Suddenly the wind blows around, and the blood dragon virtual shadow behind him seems to be 

struggling! 

 

In the next second, the sword will be transformed into Dao Dao sword shadow! 

 

Endless sword shadow rushed out, rippling in the whole space! 

 

An air beam formed by sword Qi was swung through the man. 

 

At the moment when the air beam rushed away, the blood dragon's virtual shadow broke out, and the 

red light was great! 

 

The bloodthirsty sword spirit is like the raindrop general crackling to the man! 

 

For men, there are nearly a thousand blood swords gathered around! 

 

"What kind of sword technique is this?" 



 

"Why do I feel so miserable that I'm so obsessed with death?" 

 

He can only resist the sword, a lot of sparks and blood splashes. 

 

The air vibrated, the wind roared, and there were sword marks on the man's feet. 

 

After a few seconds, the shadow of the sword disappeared and everything returned to silence. 

 

There was no wound or blood on the man. 

 

He glanced at Ye Chen and sneered, "your swordsmanship is frightening, but it can't hurt me at all. Ha 

ha..." 

 

"Is it?" 

 

Ye Chen has already taken back the dragon sword, his hands are behind him, and his smile is extremely 

cold. 

 

Suddenly, the man's smile solidified! He suddenly bowed his head, but found that there were countless 

sword marks on his body! 

 

His clothes are completely broken! 

 

A stream of blood! Like a fountain! 

 

His pupil enlarges, the eye son frightens to the extreme! 

 

It turned out that the boy's sword idea just broke out at this moment! 

 



How could it be! 

 

He died in the hands of a most scornful target! 

 

"You are -" 

 

before he finished his words, his body exploded! 

 

Split! 

 

No life! 

 

Ye Chen exhaled a puff of turbid air, and his back was wet through. 

 

Bloodthirsty chopping is too exhausting. 

 

His elixir field almost has no real spirit! 

 

"Now my martial arts skills are so advanced that I can't keep up with them. I must improve my 

cultivation as soon as possible." 

 

"The three families and the ghost prison in Beijing are certainly not so simple. Strength is the king." 

 

When ye Chen was feeling, the black stone flew out and suspended in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Rolling black fog! 

 

An old man in black stood in front of Ye Chen. 

 



At this moment, everything around seems to be a field of its own! 

 

The cold killing machine is like falling to hell! 

 

The old man in black took a look at Ye Chen and said, "it's not only bloodthirsty chopping but also 

burning sky palm. In fact, they are not high-level martial arts skills, but they are more than enough to 

deal with China. Do you have some insights into this war?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded. He could feel that his body and cultivation had improved a lot in this war. 

 

The black robed old man closed his eyes, and countless auras and dead air around him shrouded away. 

 

His five fingers a grasp, directly formed a black and red staggered light ball! 

 

The next second, mercilessly toward the blood dragon virtual shadow on the top of Ye Chen's head! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Red light! Dragon chanting! 

 

Ye Chen is shocked to find that the blood dragon virtual shadow is huge a few minutes! 

 

The black robed old man nodded his head with satisfaction and said, "I ask you not how your cultivation 

is, but the shadow of the blood dragon!! 

 

It may be because of your cultivation of skills that the shadow of blood dragon becomes the carrier of 

your killing way. 

 

The more people you kill, or the more angry you are, the more terrifying the virtual shadow of the blood 

dragon! 



 

Its growth is your growth! 

 

It is strong, you are strong! 

 

If one day it becomes a blood dragon, sweeping the world! That's when you've achieved the ultimate 

goal!When the time comes, you will block and kill Buddha, and God will block and kill God 

 

"Today, it is impossible to kill each other with your strength. It is the blood dragon's virtual shadow that 

saved you! Remember, if you encounter a strong enemy in the future, this blood dragon is more useful 

than your sword! " 

 

When the old man in black finished speaking, he turned into a black fog and dissipated between heaven 

and earth! 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at the empty shadow of the blood dragon on the top of his head. The difference 

between this figure and wanzhang is too far. 

 

Now, it's just the length of a truck. 

 

He regained his breath, and the blood dragon came down from the sky and penetrated into his body. 

 

The blood evil spirit hides. 

 

Then, ye Chen takes a few pills, and he can feel the exhaustion all over his body. 

 

There was no need for him to stay any longer. He went downstairs and headed for the Olympic Sports 

Square. 

 

At the door, he received a wechat from Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi home, so he planned to let Xiao Deng 

come to meet him. 



 

Before the phone was broadcast, a hot sports car stopped in front of him. 

 

The window slowly falls, a girl wearing sunglasses in the driver's seat waves to Ye Chen! 

 

The girl's big wavy black hair is just right, and her slender thighs wear a white and blue skirt, showing her 

perfect figure. 

 

The body is slightly tilted, and a pair of peaks and hills are half hidden and half hidden. The scale is not 

too large, but the shape is beautiful. It is just able to be mastered by adult men. Under the skirt, a white 

and slender leg is exposed. 

 

"Mr. Ye..." The girl took off her sunglasses and said with a smile. 

 

Ye Chen had doubts, when he saw the woman's true face, he suddenly came over! 

 

Zhu Ya of Zhu family in Jiangnan province! 

 

After the last repair of the dragon sword, they did not see each other again. 

 

"Mr. Ye, if you don't dislike it, get on the bus." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, put the mobile phone into his pocket, opened the door, and sat down slightly. 

 

"Why are you here?" 

 

Ye Chen has a wonderful way. 

 

Juda slowly stepped on the gas pedal, although it was very light, but the roar still sounded. 

 



She said with a smile: "now, almost all the forces in Jiangnan province are paying attention to Mr. Ye's 

movement, so is my Zhu family." 

 

"What's going on with me?" Ye Chen frowned. 

 

While controlling the steering wheel, Zhu Ya said: "Mr. Ye has no idea that the situation in Jiangnan 

province has undergone a thorough reshuffle. Now, Mr. Ye has become the first person in Jiangnan 

province. As long as those people who are dormant in the depths of Jiangnan province do not move, Mr. 

Ye's movement will be concerned. Those big families and forces don't want their younger generation to 

offend Mr. Ye. ” 
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Ye Chen didn't expect that his movement would be paid attention to by so many people. What did he 

think of? He said curiously: "what do you mean by the person who is dormant in the deep of your 

mouth?" 

 

Zhu Ya took a look at Ye Chen and explained, "I don't know how many years my Zhu family has been 

casting swords for the strong. Naturally, there are more things we know than ordinary people. In fact, 

there are still some forces dormant in the depths of Jiangnan province. They just don't like fighting. But 

once they touch their interests, they must be awakened lions, and they can kill a huge force with one 

bite." 

 

Ye Chen stares at Zhu Ya's side face, and suddenly thinks that Zhu Ya has such a wide range of news 

channels and contacts that she knows about the ghost prison? 

 

Although ye Lingtian has touched some things, they are blocked by a layer of power. 

 

Wei knows that Lei Shuxia has the highest level of access to the ghost, but he does not have the 

authority to inspect the ghost. 

 

At the moment, Juya may know something. 



 

Ye Chen no longer hesitated, directly said: "Miss Zhu, do you know there is a place called ghost prison in 

China?" 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

Suddenly, Juya stepped on the brake and stopped. 

 

Her beautiful eyes curiously stare at Ye Chen, the snow-white chest is constantly fluctuating! 

 

"Mr. Ye, how did you want to ask this question?" 

 

JUA's voice was a little quick and trembling. 

 

Ye Chen's heart a joy, the other side really knows! 

 

"Miss Zhu, ghost prison is very important to me. If you know, please let me know!" 

 

Ye Chen grabs Zhu Ya's wrist directly after one. 

 

Zhu Ya was able to feel the excitement of Ye Chen's tone, thought for a moment, and then said, "ghost 

prison is the highest, most strict and most mysterious prison in China. There are countless powerful 

Chinese prisoners in it. These people either commit felony, or they can't control it, or they do extreme 

things to the society. 

 

You have to know that some martial arts masters in China do something to ordinary people, it will be 

very serious. The disappearance of Pingyang town in 1999, which once made a stir, was the work of a 

powerful martial arts master. Thousands of people were killed overnight, and Pingyang town was razed 

to the ground. 

 

The Chinese authorities spent a lot of energy and countless strong men to seize the man and put him in 

the ghost prison. 



 

In recent years, some unsolved mysteries or massacres in China have been completely blocked from the 

news. Ordinary people have no way to understand them. Even if someone witnessed them, their 

memories will be erased. 

 

Almost all of them are in ghost prison. 

 

This has also caused a lot of people to be extremely violent. It is not too much to kill people without 

blinking an eye. " 

 

Ye Chen Mou son extremely serious, arm's blue muscle burst. 

 

At that time, although Yunhu villa involved three top families and the plot was extremely serious, why 

did it lock its parents into it? 

 

His parents don't have any strength, they are just ordinary people! 

 

The capital Dragon Lord is at large outside, but his parents are not in the ghost prison. What the hell is 

this! 

 

Ye Chen is a little angry, evil spirit surging. 

 

"Miss Zhu, do you know where the ghost prison is?" 

 

Zhu Ya was very clever. Naturally, she guessed something and asked, "is this because of the Cloud Lake 

Villa incident?" 

 

Ye Chen did not need to hide, nodded. 

 

"Mr. Ye, the reason why the ghost prison is called ghost is that no one knows where it is. I even suspect 

that the prison is mobile, but according to some information, it should be under the capital." 



 

Zhu Yadao. 

 

"Under the capital? This concept is too broad. I want to know the specific location. If Miss Zhu knows 

anything, please let me know. " 

 

Ye Chen calmed down and said seriously. 

 

Zhu Ya pondered for several seconds and said to Ye Chen, "I only know about the ghost prison, but I 

know a man who has been to the ghost prison! If you can convince him, there may be a play. " 

 

"Who?" 

 

Zhu Ya took out an invitation card from her bag with a traditional Chinese character "medicine"! 

 

"Xiang Chengdong, the Chinese medicine alliance!" 

 

Ye Chen took the invitation and glanced at it, and found that his name was written on it. It was obvious 

that someone had invited him. 

 

Zhu Ya explained: "Mr. Ye, I come to you today for this invitation. The day after tomorrow, Xiang 

Chengdong, chairman of the Chinese medicine alliance, held a banquet in Yaowang Valley in Jiangnan 

province. He recruited all the heroes in the south of the Yangtze River to witness the birth of a pill. They 

not only invited me, but also invited Mr. Ye." 

 

"Chinese medicine alliance?" 

 

"Yes, I said just now that there are some terrible forces hidden in China, and the drug alliance is one of 

them!" 

 

Mr. Danxia's alchemy is very rare. The only way they can develop a set of traditional Chinese medicine is 

to produce a set of high-quality herbs The method can refine three kinds of pills.This event almost 



shakes the whole Jiangnan province and even the martial arts and Taoism circles in China. We should 

know that no one in the whole Jiangnan province can refine three grade pills. Once the pill is completed, 

the Chinese medicine alliance will inevitably become the object of contention by numerous forces. 

 

Xiang Chengdong's identity will also rise, so this time, it is the best opportunity for Xiang Chengdong to 

show his strength in front of numerous powerful people. " 

 

Ye Chen has a strange expression. 

 

At the beginning of the auction in Jiangcheng, he realized that there were few Chinese pills, otherwise 

those people would not rush for them. 

 

He thought that Jiangcheng was too small. Looking at the whole China, there should be some senior Dan 

pharmacists. 

 

Now it seems that there are few Chinese who can refine pills. 

 

Just three grade pills are going to be so inspiring? How can we catch all the heroes in the south of the 

Yangtze River? 

 

He can refine four kinds of pills now. Isn't that all hanging and beating? 

 

What's the relationship between Chinese medicine alliance and ghost prison? 

 

Feeling Ye Chen's doubts, Zhu Ya added: "Mr. Ye doesn't know that Xiang Chengdong is not only the 

director general of the drug alliance, but also a master of medical ethics. There were three people in the 

ghost prison who were on the verge of death. Xiang Chengdong rescued all of them. If he didn't know 

the ghost prison, no one in China was qualified to know." 

 

Ye Chen accepted the invitation and promised, "OK, I'll go with you that day." 

 

Anyway, this Chengdong is the only clue to the ghost prison. 



 

Since the other side likes pills, he can refine a four grade pill in advance and give it to him. 

 

He doesn't believe that the other party has not explained the ghost prison! 

 

Zhu Ya's mouth is full of a smile. She is still struggling with how to persuade Mr. Ye along the way. Now it 

seems that it is completely effortless! 

 

If Mr. Ye went with her, her Zhu family would not lose her identity as she had done several times before. 

 

The key is that ye Chen's military hegemony can be tied up with such a top-level strong person, and it is 

absolutely invincible. 

 


